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A: It seems that you need this: find. -type f \( -name "*.zip" -or -name "*.zip" \) -exec zip -d {}
{}.zip \; Explanation: find finds all files in the current directory. The \(…) is a group-operator
that allows us to group several expressions together and execute only the last one in the group. .
is the current directory. -type f matches files, not directories. (\+) is a non-capturing group that
allows us to match part of the path (and skip that part later on, because of -exec). -exec tries to
execute the specified command on all matches found. The {} contains the path to the file that

we want to get zipped. zip builds a zip archive of the contained files. -d creates a zip archive of
the files without their original directory structure. In general, the manpage of find may be a

good place to start when trying to understand this kind of bash commandline. Q: How do I get
this line to border ONLY at the left and right? Here is my code: .sspfont1 { font-family: Arial;
font-size: 12px; background: lightgreen; border-right: solid 1px #0000aa; } .sspfont1:before {
display: inline-block; margin-right: 10px; content: ""; } .sspfont1:after { display: inline-block;
margin-left: 10px; content: ""; } test The problem is I only want a 1px line at the right and left,

not at the top and bottom. Is this possible, and if so, how? A: You could make use of the border-
right-width (or border-right-style if using border-radius: 0): .sspfont1 { font-family: Arial; font-

size: 12px;
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is released online, although only quite gradually,
we will see some big changes for the better with

TCL's plan to launch 10 new smartphones in
Asia. sony ericsson cell phone usb driver
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tors-no-crack-pane.r-movavi-video-
editor-13-crack-serial-key. 4 The level of

interest and engagement varies widely, as it
should, and this is what makes the concept of

cloud computing intriguing and important.
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There are many cloud applications available
online, and as a result, they play a key role in

the IT environment today. "Cloud computing is
a new strategic IT direction, with the

advantages of many benefits. By aligning its
strategic objectives and business goals with
customer-driven IT needs, a company can

realize the benefits of a highly interactive and
client relationship model." Mongolia's cloud

computing infrastructure is planned to grow 25
percent annually. These figures are impressive

for such a young country, and they will
certainly be attractive to businesses in the long
term. However, the government must ensure
that other cloud-ready infrastructure services

are available, such as cloud storage, to support
cloud computing in the country. "The
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government already has good infrastructure
support, but it needs to integrate the use of

cloud computing in its future plans." Mongolia
has already established a national cloud-

computing strategy, which states that 80 percent
of its servers should be in the cloud by 2013.

This is a big jump from the 48 percent of
servers in Mongolia's cloud last year, but a

critical part of moving toward the cloud is being
able to implement that strategy. To its credit,
the government recognizes this need and has

developed a cloud policy. This document
defines policy goals for the public sector, as

well as national, regional and local levels. "The
work of the policy document will be to make

the government more efficient, as well as
improve the quality of the services the
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government provides." Nations and
organizations need a national cloud computing

strategy to help 3da54e8ca3
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